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Introduction 

It is desired to have the LRRR reflector array oriented as nearly 
normal to the incident laser radiation as possible in.order to achieve a 
maximum returned signal. Various fa.ctors prevent the exact alignment, 
however, and it is the purpose of this m~mo to identify these factors, 
their origins, and how they affect the array pointing accu,racy. 

As a general assumption, it will be considered that the array 
azimuth orientation is to be the same regardless of landing site. The 
alternative·to this will allow compensation for the landing site latitude and 
would result in slightly sma'ller errors than indicated ht rein. 

Definition of Terms 

The vario!-ls factors to be considered. in the pointing analysis cannot 
all strictly be labeled "errors". Some have to do .with the geometry of the 
earth-moon system and the location of the Apollo landing sites. For this 
reason the more general expression "terms" will be used to include all 
factors governing the pointing accuracy while the expression "errol;'' will 
be reserved only for those terms which are a function of the experiment 
design accuracy or astronaut's lunar emplacement function accuracy. 

Earth-Moon Geometry. Terms 

Three terms are used to express the variations in ·pointing due to 
the earth-moon geometry. These are: 

A = longitude libration of the moon ( + 7. 7 5°) 

B = latitude libra.~ion of the moon (,:t6. 5°) 

C :: earth radius ( 1 °). 

The terms A and B d~pict the apparent motion of the center o£ the 
earth as viewed from the moon. Since the emi:tting laser and receiver 
will.not be located along a line from the reflector to the center of the earth, 
however, it is nec'essary to allow an additional angle to cover the actual 
earth station locations. In reality this will probably be a ·rectangle of 
about 2° in longitude and 1° in latitude, but for convenience at this time 
entire earth coverage will be assumed, which means an angle of 1 o in 
all directions. 
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Landing Site Geometry Terms 

The Apollo landing sites are: 1) 34° E, 2° 40'.N; 2) 23°, 37 1 E, 0° 45 1 N; 
3) 1o 20 1 W, 0° 25 1 N; 4) 360 25' W, 3° 30'S; and 5} 41° 40' W, 1° 40 1 N. 
The following terms must therefore be considered in the po~nting error 
analysis: 

D =landing site latitude 

E =landing site longitude 

length of landing site indegrees . 
F = . . 2 

Since for this analysis no adjustment in the reflector array is con
sidered to compensate for the emplacement latitude this·term must be considered 
in the ·error analysis. 

E, the landing site longitude, is ,not directly considered as a pointing 
error since adjustment is provided for this term. Hbwever1 it comes into 
consideration when assessing alignment errors as will be seen below. 

The length of the potential landing sites· is very s~all (in 'degrees) 
al!-d can therefore be neglected in this analysis. · 

Mechanical Errors 

Mechanical errors .are those errors in the alignment of the instru
ment itself. Specifically, these. are the errors which exist between the 
alignment of the reflector array and the bubble and shadow line .used by the 
astronaut to level and align the whole experiment. 

Figure 1 shows the experiment configuration and the mechanical 
error angles. Angles G and H refer to the accuracy of the initial positioning 
of the array relative to the bubble and shadow line, while angle I is the 
error incurred when adjusting the array to compensate for the landing 
site latitude E. These three errors are defined as: 

G = angle between the plane of the bubble and the ·front 
edge of the array (!_ 1 °) · 
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. H = angle between the front edge of the array and a line 
normal to a plane through the shadow line (+ 1 °) 

'I -

I = the variation of the inclination of the array from the 
nominal emplacement longitude E (.±. 1. S0

). • . 

Angle I included the misalignment ofthe combined optical axis of the 
corners with respect to· a line normal·to the support structure (0. 2S0 max.). 

Emplacement Errors 

The as~ronaut introduces two. pointing errors during the. emplacement 
of the experiment. These are: · 

J = , angle between the plane of the bubble and a plane normal 
to the local vertical defined as a line through the center 
of mass of the moon (SO) 

K = the angle between the shadow line and the true E-W 
line (S 0

). 

Combined Factors 

Due to tne earth-moon geometry and the dist~n·ce ·of the landing site 
from a .line connecting the center of the earth and the lunar center, a slight 
off-set or "parallax" angle occurs. Therefore, let: 

L = "parallaxn angle 

Summation of Errors 

With the exception of C and J all errors add vectorially. Since it 
has been decided to give total earth coverage this adds 1° in any direction. 
Likewise, the leveling error can be .in any direction. 

For purposes of design, it is desired to know the worst. case pointing 
accuracy. That is, when the angle between the incident laser radiation and 
the plane of the array reflectors (9) is greatest. Figure -2 shows the various 
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terms which add in the latitude and longitudinal directions. From this, the 
following general expr·ession is derived: 

[ 
. 2 . . z; l/2 

9 = (A+ I+ F) + [B + D + G + K (sin E)+ H (sin EU 

+G+J 

The terms K (sin E) and H (sin E) are .approximate expressions 
related to the misalignment in azimuth of the array. Plainly, if the landing 
site is at the sub-earth point (ESO) the misalignment is inconsequential. 
If the landing site were at the limb (E = 90°) the misalignment l.n azimuth 
adds directly to the latitude error when considering an equatorial emplace
ment. For purposes of this analysis sufficient accuracy is obtain.ed by 
considering the angle between the landing site and sub-earth point equal 
to the longitude of, the landing site, and that the error thus induced adds 
solely to the latitude error (which is reasonable for srn.allalignment 
errors). 

To find the maximum value of e the terms related to the landing 
site must be maxilnized: 

D + K (sin E) + H (sin E) 

Since K =5° and H = 1°, the above expression beco~es: 

D + 6 (sin E) 

The following table derives this value for each·of the landing sites. 

Site 
No. D E sinE 6 (sin E) D + 6 (sin E) 

1 2. 67N 34.00 0.560 3. 36 6.03 

2 o. 75N: 23.60 0.400 2. 40 3. 15 

3 0. SON 1. 30 o. 023 o. 14 0.64 

4 3.sos 36.50 o. 595 3. 57 7. 07 

5 1. 67N 41.67 0.665 3. 99 5.66 
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As is seen, Site No. 44 (36° 25 1 w·, 3° 30 1 S) presents the worst 
case. The worst case value of 9 is derived for this site: 

e = [C7. 75 + 1. s )2 + (6. s + 1 + 7. 07)2] 
112 + 1 + s 

0 = 23.25 

This is a worst case analysis and there is a great probability that a 
substantially less· pointing error will be achieved due to the fact that 
not all errors wili be maximum and accumulative •. A statistical analysis 
could be un<,iertaken· but is far too involved to be iri~luded herein. By 
examination, however, it can be stated that it is highly probable that 
9 will be less than 15°. 

Observations on the Mechanical Errors 

Of interest is the part that the mechanical errors play in the value 
of 9. .For this purpose Q was recomputed from the above expression with 
the mechanical errors G, H, and 1 set equal to zero. Under these conditions 

. the value of 9 was found to be 21. 13° or a .reduction. of 2. 120. The signi
ficance of this can be determined by comparing the experiment performance 
at the two values of e. 

. 0 . 0 
The estimated values of G, H, and I ar.e 1°, 1 and .l. 5 , respectively. 

This corresponds to a misalignment of the reflector ~rray from one end 
to the other with respect to the bubble and shadow line of O. 35 inch, and an 
error in the latitude .compensating mechanism of 0. 312 inch. These mechanical 
tolerances are easily achieved, but if it is necessary to reduce 9, it should 
be realized that reduction of mechanical tole.rances can only provide a 
limited improvement in e. 

Standard Distribution 

Prepared by:": t!A-• ..:.4 
• Cornille. . . 
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ln: toclu.ction 

lt is a requirement that no part of the LRRR lie in the optical path 
bf.' •lveen the reflec.tor array and the laser/ :receiver. From the general con" 
figuration of the experiment it is evident that only two items pose such a 
potential interference. These are the alignment handle and rear support. 
Botb of these will He essentially in a longitudinal direction with respect to 

. thE' tlli)On when the experiment has been emplaced. Considering these facts, 
thf: following analysis derives the allowable subtended angles of the alignment 
handle and rear. support. 

Analysis 

EATM-5 presents an analysis cf the potential variation of the laser/ 
re('eiver position from thP optical .-:enterline of the arrayo From this, the 
maximum var.iation in. the longitudinal direction is seen to he 

A+l+F+Ct·._T 

whe:re: A :: longiiudina1 libration of thP r.\ioon {+ 7., 75°) . . -
I ::: the vanation of the indinati::'m of the array from the 

nor..ninal en1pla.(:e1nent Jongttude (!:_ 1. 5°J 

.., _ lf'ngth ..;J.f .tanding (;He in d.egrees 
1.; - ... ~,.----.. ~-.. --.. ----""'--... -·,------• 2 

·. 

S :-:. angle ~et:.veen the pJ,,~,:~.,. (if lhe l•ubhle c:~.nd a pla m~ norrnal 
to t.(,,• lor.·;o.l vertical ~So}, 



'T~:rlr""r f•fnrf~ ~ h,:--· -.· ~ ::~:,.>:.ir~:J. J 

::.~ 1.G 2 3 (·~- l.f tbt:~ ec:[..:~~:· of t}~r:.: ,y;:~ r .· · 

~ ~~~·-: ~~ .. nglc thc:.~.t can be en(':ou.nt~.~ ... ~t·f1·d 
·· ::'c:-:·· •,\."' r~'~d ;:-1s 1he c.e11terline of the 

h•r·r':2st rt::move'J curtf':T' ·{apy:.l'': :'.lJ; ';·ue ~·or \he t}niversity of MaryL"!fi.t.l 
ArF!.y,, co.nservatP>e icr Uw LE'CR). , :n:·.:1yL then the position. of the alignr.1ent 
hand}~ is cons'~X'altwd as sho·t,'m in ;:;·igur~ J •. ·.vhich co-rresponds to the ;: ... ;,·r;;y 
posibon fot lan.cHng sit.:~ Il-·· P"l.L Tb~= ~·~a:r support is· constrained as sho,vn 
in .Figure 1, which shows. the ar.ray ~n position for site Il·~P.,8. 

~~::;;;..__--
H. Cornille 
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